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Online education is rapidly expanding in response to rising demand
for higher and continuing education, but many online students
struggle to achieve their educational goals. Several behavioral science
interventions have shown promise in raising student persistence and
completion rates in a handful of courses, but evidence of their
effectiveness across diverse educational contexts is limited. In this
study, we test a set of established interventions over 2.5 y, with onequarter million students, from nearly every country, across 247 online
courses offered by Harvard, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Stanford. We hypothesized that the interventions would
produce medium-to-large effects as in prior studies, but this is not
supported by our results. Instead, using an iterative scientific process of cyclically preregistering new hypotheses in between waves
of data collection, we identified individual, contextual, and temporal conditions under which the interventions benefit students.
Self-regulation interventions raised student engagement in the
first few weeks but not final completion rates. Value-relevance
interventions raised completion rates in developing countries to
close the global achievement gap, but only in courses with a global
gap. We found minimal evidence that state-of-the-art machine
learning methods can forecast the occurrence of a global gap or
learn effective individualized intervention policies. Scaling behavioral science interventions across various online learning contexts
can reduce their average effectiveness by an order-of-magnitude.
However, iterative scientific investigations can uncover what
works where for whom.
behavioral interventions

University massive open online courses (MOOCs) among students who intend to complete (3, 4).
Online learning environments are well-suited to test the scalability of behavioral interventions. They have a well-defined
outcome (course completion), requiring sustained effort. Student progress is continuously tracked through a common software platform. Improving outcomes in online learning through
targeted support holds great promise for human capital development around the world. National education platforms have
started using online courses to supplement college STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) instruction (5) and
students who complete MOOCs report benefits ranging from
earning credit toward a degree to enhanced skills in a current job
or finding a new job (6, 7). Moreover, there is evidence that
students can transfer skills learned from MOOCs into real-world
settings: They deploy new programming skills into open-source
software projects, participate in scholarly activity following a
research methods course, and develop new school initiatives
after an education leadership course (8–10).
Following the joint Common Guidelines for Educational Research from the National Science Foundation (NSF) and Institute
Significance
Low persistence in educational programs is a major obstacle to
social mobility. Scientists have proposed many scalable interventions to support students learning online. In one of the
largest international field experiments in education, we iteratively tested established behavioral science interventions and
found small benefits depending on individual and contextual
characteristics. Forecasting intervention efficacy using state-of-theart methods yields limited improvements. Online education provides unprecedented access to learning opportunities, as evidenced
by its role during the 2020 coronavirus pandemic, but adequately
supporting diverse students will require more than a light-touch
intervention. Our findings encourage funding agencies and researchers conducting large-scale field trials to consider dynamic investigations to uncover and design for contextual heterogeneity to
complement static investigations of overall effects.
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ehavioral scientists have argued that it is possible to intervene and modify personal habits, decisions, and thought
patterns that contribute to social problems (1). Behavioral science interventions have been developed to promote a variety of
prosocial behaviors, such as healthy eating habits, physical activity, getting medical check-ups, voting, and achievement in
schools and colleges. While these interventions are usually lowcost—to participants and policy-makers—they are still thought
to be effective because they target the psychological mechanisms
underlying people’s behavior (2). The ubiquity of networked
devices has made it even easier to implement these interventions
at large scale and to run field experiments that reveal their
broader impact.
In this study, we conducted one of the largest global field
experiments in higher education, with one-quarter million students across nearly every country, to examine the scalability of
several behavioral science interventions that improved outcomes
for thousands of students in our own prior research. Online
education is rapidly expanding to address problems of educational access and meet the rising economic demands for professional development and retraining. For all this growth, many
online students struggle to achieve their goals. Course completion rates are often low: Around 20% in Harvard University, the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and Stanford
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for Education Sciences (IES) (11), we designed this study as a
scale-up research impact study to examine “effectiveness in a
wide range of populations, contexts, and circumstances, without
substantial developer involvement in implementation or evaluation.”
We took existing interventions and deployed them with minimal
ongoing adjustment across a range of courses. The courses included
in the study sample spanned a remarkable range of subjects—from
poetry to data science—and a diversity of students from nearly every
country in the world. We leveraged the unprecedented variation in
this platform to advance our understanding of how behavioral science
intervention effects vary across students in MOOCs and different
institutional and course contexts. The scalable interventions that we
tested could be feasibly implemented by administrators or instructors
hosting online courses in diverse settings.
Interventions and Prior Results
For 2.5 y, from September 2016 to May 2019, we added a randomly assigned intervention module at the start of nearly all
MOOCs offered by Harvard, MIT, and Stanford (n = 269,169
students across 247 courses). We had previously published results from large field experiments for three of the five interventions in this study (12–14). These interventions had each been
shown to substantially improve completion rates for targeted
groups of students and replicated across courses. We scaled the
interventions consistently by embedding a survey early in the
materials of every course. After answering typical survey questions about themselves and their goals, students were randomly
assigned to receive one of the intervention activities described
below, or no activity in the control condition.
The “plan-making” interventions prompted students to concretely describe when and how they will complete required
coursework for the entire course. Plan-making interventions
target people’s reluctance to forecast the procedural details of
goal pursuit (15, 16). Previous work showed effects of planmaking on discrete behaviors like voting or doctor’s appointments. We had tested plan-making interventions in three online
courses on Business, Chemistry, and Political Science (n = 2,053)
and found a 29% increase in course completion (from 14 to
18%) among committed English-fluent students (12). We had
preregistered the analysis (https://osf.io/wq8m5/) and predicted
the effect for this specific subpopulation. We use two versions of
a plan-making activity in the present study: A replication of the
Long
Plans

Control

Short
Plans

previous paper (12), focused on long-term plans, and a shortterm variant that asks students to plan for the first week only.
The “value-relevance” intervention is a motivational activity
that asks students to indicate important values and write about
how taking the course reflects and reinforces what is most important to them. The intervention builds on self-affirmation and
utility-value intervention research that has been shown to reduce
ethno-racial achievement gaps by lifting performance among
disadvantaged students (17–19). Previous work tested, preregistered (https://osf.io/g8bu4/), and replicated this intervention in
two online courses on Computing and Public Policy (n = 3,451)
and found that it closed the global achievement gap between
students in more-developed and less-developed countries by
raising the completion rate of students in developing countries
from 17 to 41% (13). Student’s in the developed world remained
unaffected in one course but experienced a decline in completion
(from 32 to 23%) in the second course.
The “mental contrasting with implementation intentions”
(MCII) intervention prompts students to reflect on the benefits
and barriers to achieving their goal (20) and then plan ahead for
how to overcome obstacles (15). We tested and replicated this
intervention in two online courses, on Computing and on Sociology (n = 17,963), and found that it increased the completion
rate by 15% (from 26 to 30%) and 32% (from 5.5 to 7.3%) for
students in individualist countries (such as the United States and
Germany) (14).
The culture-specific effect for the MCII intervention led us to
hypothesize that students in less-individualist countries could
benefit from a “social accountability” intervention that prompts
them to make a plan to ask people to regularly check in about
their course progress. This strategy can foster a sense of accountability that strengthens goal motivation (21). In political
and education contexts, it has been shown to increase voting and
school attendance (22), but unlike the other interventions, we
had not previously tested it in online courses.
Results
Our primary hypothesis was that the main results from previous
studies—improving course completion rates for targeted subgroups of students—would replicate in a larger sample. Overall,
we did not find new evidence for our original large- to mediumsized effects. Specifically, the long-term planning prompts did
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Fig. 1. Average student activity (count of course platform events) in the first 3 wk after exposure to each intervention. Points show covariate-adjusted means
on a logarithmic scale (to match the log-transformed outcome in the regression model) with cluster-robust SE bars.
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Planning Supports Short-Term Persistence. We found that the planmaking interventions slightly increased students’ engagement
during the first few weeks in the course. To measure persistence
consistently across diverse course structures, we developed a
statistical surrogate for intermediate course progress in our iterative research process (see SI Appendix for details). Specifically, we compiled student clickstream logs to measure their
follow-up activity in the first weeks after their first day in the
course. Fig. 1 shows students’ daily activity for 3 wk following
their exposure to the intervention, grouped by condition for the
first and second year of the study.
Overall, the plan-making interventions increased students’
week 1 activity levels in year 1 (short plans: β = 0.0437, 95% CI =
[0.0066, 0.0808], t = 2.31, P = 0.021; long plans: β = 0.0336, 95%
CI = [−0.0033, 0.0706], t = 1.79, P = 0.074) and in year 2 (long
plans: β = 0.1057, 95% CI = [0.0496, 0.1619], t = 3.69, P < 0.001;
MCII: β = 0.0603, 95% CI = [0.0039, 0.1167], t = 2.10, P = 0.036;
social accountability: β = 0.0788, 95% CI = [0.0225, 0.1351], t =
2.74, P = 0.006). However, as Fig. 1 suggests, these treatment
effects were short-lived. The effect on week 2 activity was attenuated in year 1 (short plans: β = 0.0257, 95% CI = [−0.0110,
0.0624], t = 1.37, P = 0.169; long plans: β = 0.0493, 95% CI =
[0.0127, 0.0859], t = 2.64, P = 0.008) and year 2 (long plans: β =
0.0685, 95% CI = [0.0134, 0.1236], t = 2.44, P = 0.015; MCII: β =
0.0099, 95% CI = [−0.0451, 0.0649], t = 0.35, P = 0.724), except
for a sustained effect of the social accountability intervention (β =
0.0939, 95% CI = [0.0387, 0.1491], t = 3.34, P < 0.001).
These results suggest that while planning prompts raised engagement in educational goal pursuit, their benefits dissipated
over the span of a full course. Short-term effects may be consequential for tasks that require one-time behavior, such as
voting or going to the doctor’s (30, 31), but other work suggests
that planning prompts may be unreliable for more complex goals
(32, 33). Online education requires sustained effort toward
complex, long-term goals, and the effects of our plan-making
interventions attenuated after 1 to 2 wk, and were not detectable in the final course completion rates.
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Value-Relevance Intervention Closes the Global Achievement Gap in
Courses that Have One. We found that the value-relevance in-

tervention predictably reduces the global achievement gap,
insofar as there is a global achievement gap in the course. The
gap is defined by the difference in completion rates between
students in more-developed versus less-developed countries, as
Kizilcec et al.

demarcated by 0.7 on the United Nations Human Development
Index (HDI) (13). The gap was large on average (as in our
previous studies), but it was not uniform across courses and
occasionally even reversed. We therefore refined our hypothesis
for the value-relevance intervention in the second year to specify
that it would only be effective in courses with a significant global
gap, defined as a 0.2 SD lower completion rate for students in
less-developed than more-developed countries in the control
condition.
In courses with a significant global gap, the value-relevance
intervention increased the average completion rate among students in less-developed countries by 2.79 pp in the first year
(95% CI = [1.30, 4.27], t = 3.68, P < 0.001) and by 2.74 pp in the
second year (95% CI = [0.32, 5.17], t = 2.22, P = 0.026). The
effect of the intervention is significant but an order-of-magnitude
smaller than in our prior study (Table 1) (13). In courses without
a global gap (or where it was reversed), post hoc analyses indicate that the intervention lowered the average completion rate
among students in less-developed countries (year 1: β = −1.62
pp, 95% CI = [−2.73, −0.27], t = −2.86, P = 0.004; year 2:
β = −1.71 pp, 95% CI = [−3.27, −0.16], t = −2.16, P = 0.031).
While our prior study found that the intervention negatively
affected students in more developed countries (13), we found no
new evidence of this back-firing effect, neither in courses with a
global gap (year 1: β = 0.45 pp, 95% CI = [−0.52, 1.43], t = 0.91,
P = 0.363; year 2: β = −0.62 pp, 95% CI = [−2.46, 1.22],
t = −0.66, P = 0.509) nor in courses without a global gap (year 1:
β = −0.08 pp, 95% CI = [−0.83, 0.67], t = −0.21, P = 0.835; year
2: β = 0.94 pp, 95% CI = [−0.01, 1.89], t = 1.95, P = 0.051). The
findings are visualized in Fig. 2.
Consistent with its theoretical underpinnings and prior results,
the value-relevance intervention specifically benefits marginalized students in environments where they are at risk for encountering psychological barriers (17–19). The original intervention
effect replicates in contexts that most resemble the original courses
that featured a global achievement gap. In contrast, in courses
without a global gap, it is counterproductive to provide a valuerelevance intervention. This result highlights the need to account
for contextual variation when scaling an intervention from a few
select research sites to a broader set of contexts (34). Table 1
presents a comparison of results from our prior studies and the
scaled-up versions in the present research.
Subsequent exploratory analyses revealed that several other
interventions significantly improved completion rates for the
same population: Students in less-developed countries in courses
with a global gap (short plans year 1: β = 2.44 pp, 95% CI =
[0.96, 3.92], t = 3.23, P = 0.001; long plans year 1: β = 2.74 pp,
95% CI = [1.27, 4.22], t = 3.64, P < 0.001; MCII year 2: β = 2.76
pp, 95% CI = [0.35, 5.18], t = 2.24, P = 0.025). However, the
effect did not replicate in the second year for the plan-making
intervention (β = 1.06 pp, 95% CI = [−1.33, 3.44], t = 0.87, P =
0.386) or the social accountability intervention (β = 1.23 pp, 95%
CI = [−1.16, 3.62], t = 1.01, P = 0.314). The identification of a
responsive subpopulation may be evidence of a common underlying mechanism for several interventions (i.e., self-reflective
writing) or evidence that these students are receptive to a range
of supports. The post hoc determination of which courses present a global gap may also contribute to this unexpected pattern
of results.
Forecasting Where and for Whom an Intervention Will Work Is
Challenging. Our findings suggest that policymakers and admin-

istrators who deploy behavioral science interventions should
consider targeting specific students and contexts, such as students in less-developed countries in courses with a global
achievement gap. However, the global gap is a characteristic that
can only be determined after the course has run, as it depends on
differences in completion rates in the control condition. We did
PNAS Latest Articles | 3 of 6
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not improve course completion for committed English-fluent
students (year 1: β = 0.19 percentage points [pp], 95% CI =
[−0.69, 1.07], t = 0.43, P = 0.670; year 2: β = −0.23 pp, 95% CI =
[−1.61, 1.14], t = −0.33, P = 0.741). The MCII intervention did
not improve course completion for students in individualistic
countries (year 2: β = 0.25 pp, 95% CI = [−0.87, 1.37], t = 0.44,
P = 0.662), and the social accountability intervention did not
improve completion rates for students in nonindividualistic
countries (year 2: β = 0.89 pp, 95% CI = [−0.22, 1.99], t = 1.58,
P = 0.115). Finally, the value-relevance intervention did not
improve completion rates across all of the courses for students in
less-developed countries (year 1: β = 0.14 pp, 95% CI = [−0.753,
1.03], t = 0.30, P = 0.764; year 2: β = −0.04 pp, 95% CI = [−1.37,
1.30], t = −0.05, P = 0.957).
A number of recent scale-up studies have failed to find effects
of similar magnitude as the original studies, raising questions
about whether the original effect estimates generalized beyond
the original populations and contexts (23–29). Although our
initial results were disappointing, our study was designed for
multiple opportunities to preregister, test, explore, and then
register and test updated hypotheses. In the process, we found
consistent evidence for two benefits from the interventions that
were more limited in scope than the original findings.

Table 1. Comparison of intervention results from prior research and this research for comparable interventions and subgroups
of students
Intervention

Subpopulation

Plan-making (long-term)

Value-relevance

Mental contrasting
with implementation
intentions

Prior result

Committed English-fluent
students

β = 3.9 pp,
= 5.2, P = 0.023,
n = 2,053 (3 courses)

Students in less-developed countries
in courses with a global gap

Study 1: β = 3.4 course activities,
z = 2.82, P = 0.005, n = 227
Study 2: β = 24 pp, z = 2.26,
P = 0.024, n = 64
Study 1: β = 1.8 pp, z = 2.35,
P = 0.019, n = 4,628
Study 2: β = 3.9 pp, z = 2.41,
P = 0.016, n = 3,248

Students in individualistic
countries

χ 2(1)

Present result
Year 1: β = 0.19 pp, t = 0.43,
P = 0.670, n = 26,586
Year 2: β = −0.23 pp, t = −0.33, P = 0.741,
n = 10,372
Year 1: β = 2.79 pp, t = 3.68,
P < 0.001, n = 5,974
Year 2: β = 2.74 pp, t = 2.22,
P = 0.026, n = 2,712
Year 2: β = 0.25 pp, t = 0.44,
P = 0.662, n = 12,879

Note that there are several differences between the prior and present research in terms of the implementation of intervention instructions and sample
exclusion criteria. Effects denote percentage point (pp) increases in course completion except where noted.

not find patterns to forecast when the global gap will occur; it
appears uncorrelated with institution (Harvard, MIT, Stanford),
subject domain (STEM versus Humanities, or at the level of
department or program), or any other features we examined. In
fact, among the 79 course offerings that were repeats of courses
that had been offered previously, the presence of a global gap in
repeat offerings matched the original offering only 60.8% of the
time. A predictive model (see SI Appendix for details) with
21 course-level features in year 1 could not forecast the occurrence of a global gap in year 2 significantly better than random
chance (54.3% accuracy, 95% CI= [44.1, 64.4], compared to
50.0%, 95% CI = [39.8, 60.2]).
One possibility is that behavioral science interventions need to
be targeted at a fine-grained individual level, but our analysis
suggests that this would have at most a modest impact on course
completion. We performed an exploratory analysis using machinelearning algorithms to optimize an individualized policy (SI
Appendix) using data collected in year 1. We then estimated
that the average completion rate of this personalized policy
in year 2 is 13.38% (95% CI = [12.79, 13.98]). This is slightly
but not significantly higher than the estimated average completion rate of no intervention (12.81%, 95% CI = [12.23,
13.39]) or a randomly assigned intervention (13.08%, 95% CI =

More−developed countries

Courses with
Global Achievement Gap
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Courses without
Global Achievement Gap

Course Completion

20%

15%

10%
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Fig. 2. Average course completion rate in all waves in the value-relevance
intervention and control condition by student context (more vs. less developed country) and course context (with vs. without global achievement
gap). Bars show covariate-adjusted means with cluster-robust SE bars.
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[12.74, 13.38]). To realize the potential benefit of personalized
policies for students, the field will require more effective interventions and more comprehensive collection of individualand course-level features to identify which students will benefit
from particular supports.
Discussion
Our preregistered analyses demonstrate that a value-relevance
intervention improves course completion for students in lessdeveloped countries in courses with a global achievement gap.
Post hoc analysis suggests that our other interventions may
similarly improve outcomes for these specific students in these
specific contexts. Our finding that plan-making interventions
have limited benefits provides further evidence that behavioral
insights have more promise in encouraging one-time, short-lived
actions than more continuous behaviors that require sustained
effort and habit change. These conclusions are consistent with a
number of recent scale-up studies in other domains that have
found diminished scope and magnitude for behavioral interventions (23–29, 32).
In our original studies, we recommended that policymakers
and online instructors consider employing the tested behavioral
interventions in their own MOOCs (12–14); we now conclude
that further research is necessary to predict in advance when
these interventions will help populations of students in need. The
population of students who complete surveys in MOOCs is exceptionally diverse along certain dimensions, but may not capture aspects of other populations of interest: For example, less
engaged students or those in other educational settings. As such,
we believe caution is warranted in applying our findings beyond
motivated and self-directed students in open-enrollment courses.
The kind of large-scale research that is needed to advance this
work is not well-represented in the dominant paradigm of experimental educational research. The NSF/IES Common
Guidelines for Education Research define a trajectory for experimental research that proceeds from pilot studies in laboratories, to initial implementations in field sites, to scale-up studies
designed to generate “reliable estimates of the ability of a fullydeveloped intervention or strategy to achieve its intended outcomes” across multiple, diverse, real-world contexts (11). Many
large grants available to researchers require that they hold their
intervention constant across contexts.
Our present study confirms a principle that is central to social
psychology and the learning sciences: Context matters. Alongside large-scale studies that test a single, fully developed intervention across multiple contexts, “scale-up” funding should be
available for approaches that assume interventions will need to
Kizilcec et al.
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Adopting best practices from open science, we conducted our study in four
preregistered “waves” of implementation. In each wave, we preregistered
hypotheses and analysis code, collected data, conducted post hoc analyses of
heterogeneous treatment effects, and refined the preregistration for the
subsequent wave. All preregistrations, analysis code, and data are available
online at https://osf.io/9bacu/. Our study plans were reviewed and approved
by the Institutional Review Boards at Harvard University, Stanford University, and MIT. Participants consented to research participation in agreeing to
the terms of service as part of the site registration process for EdX (Harvard,
MIT) and Open EdX (Stanford). EdX participants consented to research
participation again before taking the survey; Open EdX prominently displayed a message on every course enrollment page notifying participants
that they participate in research by using the platform.
In the first year (waves 1 to 2; September 2016 to December 2017), we
tested the value-relevance and short- and long-term plan-making interventions, individually and in combination, across 153 courses. In the
second year (waves 3 to 4; January 2018 to May 2019), based on early
findings, we shortened the overall survey, eliminated the short-term planmaking intervention, simplified the value-relevance intervention, and added
MCII and social accountability interventions. We collected data in 94 courses.
In total, the 247 focal courses include all courses offered by the three institutions during this time period, unless a course did not implement the
survey, had fewer than 100 students assigned to a condition, or less than 1%
of students assigned to a condition completed the course. The focal courses
span a wide range of subjects (22% humanities, 40% social science, 29%
STEM, 9% computer science), sizes (between 102 and 16,645 students
assigned to a condition), and completion rates (from 1 to 65% among those
assigned to condition). We define the focal sample of students for our main
analyses to be everyone assigned to a condition for the first time (SI Appendix): 199,517 students in year 1 and 69,652 students in year 2.
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Our primary outcome measure, borrowed from our previous research, is
course completion operationalized as earning a passing grade in the course.
We also developed a surrogate outcome (36) to measure proximate intervention effects on early course engagement in terms of the log-scaled
number of actions students performed in the first week (days 2 to 8) and the
second week (days 9 to 16). We initially created a continuous measure of
progress in the course based on the percentage of videos viewed or assignments completed, but found that the wide heterogeneity of course
models prevented reasonable comparisons. Treatment effects were estimated using preregistered regression models with individual- and courselevel covariates and course fixed effects. Hypotheses that specify a subgroup
effect were tested by fitting the model only for those students (see SI Appendix for additional methodological details, including outcomes tested,
exclusion criteria, and model specifications).
Data Availability. We provide de-identified datasets to run many of the
analyses reported in the paper, hosted on the Harvard Dataverse, which is
linked from within our Open Science Framework (OSF) repository (https://
osf.io/9bacu/). Some variables have been anonymized (e.g., course names
have been hashed), and other variables have been binned to preserve privacy (e.g., number of courses finished or country HDI). Where possible, all of
the analyses reported in the paper are conducted on this anonymized
dataset, and we confirm that the results are substantively identical when the
same analyses are conducted on the raw dataset. However, some analyses
reported in the paper cannot be conducted on anonymous data (e.g., tables
of demographic descriptives and the adaptive learning policy), so we only
include the analysis code and results.
The full raw datasets analyzed in this study are not publicly available to
protect the privacy of personally identifiable student information, and restrictions apply to the availability of these data, which were used under
license from Harvard, MIT, and Stanford. The datasets are maintained separately by each institution, and contacts and/or guidelines for data requests
are available at ir.mit.edu/mitx-data-request-checklist, https://dataverse.harvard.
edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/RTVIEM, and https://online.
stanford.edu/about-us.
Code Availability. All analysis code, output, and study materials are available
at https://osf.io/9bacu/.
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